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VIDEO EDITING  RESOURCES


Editing resources 


Includes links to software, editing tips and how
to videos. The editing process has two aspects;
mechanical, the technical process and
narrative, the storytelling process. Exploring,
manipulating and integrating both aspects is
what enables successful video / film
production.


Scene
Screen direction
Timing
Pacing
Continuity
Jump cut good (style) and jump cut bad (similar shots)
Types of cuts J cut, L cuts, match cut, cuts linking movement, hand movement


Shot
Arrangement
What one shot means next to another
Action
Contrast cut – symbolism between two shots
Cross cut – to show two different scenes/timelines at once, be it at the same time 
or different times, it's used to build tension or progress
Inserts
Scale
Background and Foreground
Space
Colour


Editing Theory
What is post production / editing?  Post-production is part of the process of 
filmmaking, video production, and photography. Post-production includes all stages of 
production occurring after shooting or recording individual program segments. 
Traditional (analogue) post-production has mostly been replaced by video editing 
software that operates on a non-linear editing system.


Mechanical: This is what maintains the flow of a film or video. 


Narrative; This how to tell a story


Summary shots - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4316BUEVYkE
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The 4th Wall and Split scene - Annie Hall, Alvy to camera and then Alvy's Family
and the Hall Family 


Exception to the rule https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EeUG_zzu3Y0


Some continuity mistakes https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WibfRyQK0kY


Bad pacing examples https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tcYbjU4yHDw


Shocking jump cuts in film history https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=4t2oxqnsunM


Types of cuts J cut, L cuts https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eyH-a964kAs


Match cut -  graphic match cut, movement match cuts, audio match cuts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ptXlYulVAsM


Editing Theory
Scene- A scene is a unit of story that takes place at a specific location and time.


Screen Direction - is the direction that actors or objects appear to be moving on the
screen from the point of view of the camera or audience. In general, movement from
one shot to shot maintains the consistency of screen direction to avoid confusion.


Continuity - Continuity is the principle of making sure that all details in a film or TV
show are consistent from shot to shot and from scene to scene. If a scene upholds the
standards of continuity, each shot feels as though it seamlessly flows from the previous
shot, reinforcing a sense of realism in the story


Pacing - The purpose of the one, two, three, four count is to show you the foundation of
what pacing actually is in a film. The four principles of pacing are Pattern; Symmetry;
Flow; Timing.


Timing - Timing is the attribute of rhythm that arises as an editor determines
when cuts and shots occur. There are three aspects of timing to be considered when
discussing rhythm in film editing: choosing a frame, choosing duration, and choosing
the placement of the shot.


Jump cut good (style) and jump cut bad (similar shots) - A jump cut is a cut in film
editing in which a single continuous sequential shot of a subject is broken into two
parts, with a piece of footage being removed in order to render the effect of jumping
forward in time.
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Opening shots as story-telling https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=CZhFtd1QZWc


Editing Theory
Narrative -This is how to tell a story and the devices that editors use to do this.


Shot - In production, a shot is the moment that the camera starts rolling until the 
moment it stops. In film editing, a shot is the continuous footage or sequence 
between two edits or cuts.


Establishing shot, (Extreme Long Shot.) often a long shot, usually placed at the 
beginning of a scene to establish the general location of the specific action to follow. 


Arrangement - Composition is the arrangement of your objects and actors in a 
frame and adds to the storytelling by emphasising some objects and de-
emphasising others.


The Golden Spiral https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a8g3dC1bHNM


Action - Good action scenes have relatable human and emotional stakes to cement 
the illusion that these are people to suspend our disbelief over and worry about


Flashback - A scene or sequence inserted into a scene set in the narrative present 
that images some event set in the past.


Contrast cut – symbolism between two shots, what one shot means next to another


Cross cut – to show two different scenes/timelines at once, be it at the same time or 
different times it's used to build tension or progress Cutting between different events 
occurring simultaneously in different locations. 


Inserts - In film, an insert is a shot of part of a scene as filmed from a different angle 
and/or focal length from the master shot. Inserts cover action already covered in the 
master shot, but emphasize a different aspect of that action due to the different 
framing.


Scale - is essentially the size of the subject in your frame. For example, are you 
shooting a very close up shot of just your subject's eyes or is the shot wide enough to 
include the entire room and everyone else in it?


Space - is simply the idea of where your subject is placed within your frame. Where 
you place your subject in the frame is a subjective concept, however, there are 
standard conventions that are widely accepted.
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Basic editing theory - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t7OHvkQtaME
Visual storytelling https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iWQQgZh9EyE
Composition https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s61bOfqetcU
Composition https://fstoppers.com/commercial/keys-composition-filmmaking-
183577
Basics in cuts  - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RzgLbuj6dHM
8 essential cuts every editor should know https://www.premiumbeat.com/blog/8-
essential-cuts-every-editor-should-know/
Different Cuts / edits - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wv3Hmf2Dxlo
5 Basic Principles of Video Editing - How To Edit Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yXcD4KVShO4 
7 rules of composition and framing https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=fM64ycm7tz4
Continuity https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U6B4COAnizc
Action https://blog.frame.io/2019/01/31/editing-action-scenes/
Pacing tips https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IG683SXcal4
Pacing https://www.peachpit.com/articles/article.aspx?p=2233986
Timing https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Y9gIc3DnA8


Editing tools https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=madqcMVhvrQ 
Advanced editing tools - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p7oJ1E_S66Q
Audacity Audio editing - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OfcmJJALXjg


Editing Tools


Davinci Resilve https://www.shutterstock.com/blog/video-editing-for-beginners-
davinci-resolve
Adobe Spark - Easy video making https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=oS_ZTsv_edw
Free Editing software https://www.shutterstock.com/blog/best-free-video-
editing-programs


Editing Software


The angle of the camera in relation to your subject is extremely important in 
conveying an emotion and intent for your shot as well as directing a viewer’s focus.


Background and foreground. Backgrounds should complement your subject not 
distract you away from it. Foreground adds realism to your image as this is how life is.


Editing Theory












Types of cameras; Smartphone, DSLR 
stills camera with video functionality, a 
vintage camcorder, an action camera like 
a Go Pro or a webcam.


Are you mobile, at your desk or always 
making videos that might justify a 
designated camera. Also, focus on the 
size of the image sensor and lens glass is 
what makes for an exceptional camera.


AV BASIC KIT As technology has developed and
become increasingly mobile and
relatively cheap so what you now
need to make films pretty
accessible.


Project 
Descritpion


The best camera is the one you have on you! 


Make sure you select a ‘video’ tripod and
not a ‘photography’ tripod. 


What’s the difference? 


A video tripod is built to allow for
smoother horizontal and vertical
movement., a photography tripod is for
static shots and designed to be immobile.


Think about what you want to do and
what your needs are. 


A mic, ANY MIC, is better than the
microphone built into the camera. For video
blogs, interviews or when delivering a piece
to camera, a lavalier microphone (also
known as a tie clip mic) is a perfect choice
and it can fit into the headphone jack of
your phone. You can also get a full
microphone kit with discreet mounts to hide
the mic, perfect for phones, tablets and
DSLRs - so very versatile and suitable for
most neeeds







AV BASIC KIT As technology has developed and
become increasingly mobile and
relatively cheap so what you now
need to make films pretty
accessible.


Project 
Descritpion


The first rule of light club is...


Make sure the light is in front of your 
subject and not behind it or you’ll 
silhouette them.  Natural light is best, 
and soft light is the most flattering. 
Don’t let all your hard work go to waste 
by blinding the viewer or making your 
video so dark that they can’t see you. 
Softboxes are excellent for beginners. 
They’re cheap, portable, low power and 
give off hardly any heat. They’re easy to 
set up too. The colour temperature of 
the light is the same as natural daylight, 
so perfect for adding a natural looking 
boost to your images.


Explore the general standard audio-visual kit and begin to work out what you need for
what you want to do. You can start by labelling the pieces above.








STORYBOARDING Sustainable processes take full
account of current and future
economic, social and environmental
impacts, addressing the needs of
people, their sector, environment
and host communities. 


Scene 1


:


Scene 2


:


Scene 3


:


Scene 4


:


Participant project
details







STORYBOARDING Sustainable processes take full
account of current and future
economic, social and environmental
impacts, addressing the needs of
people, their sector, environment
and host communities. 


Scene 5


:


Scene 6


:


Scene 7


:


Scene 8:


Participant project
details








HOW TO USE PREMIERE PRO


 Click on Assembly to open the workspace and click on Media browser and you will
see your source material. This may be saved as files on a hard drive or you can also
import from the camera's memory card..
 You can select from the list or click at the bottom of the window to view as
thumbnails
Once selected, click INGEST (under media browser) this insures the files are taken
into your project folder rather than being linked to your source. This will save re-
attaching later as the media will go offline if you remove the card or source drive..
FInally, right click selected files and click import 
Click project folder to see your media or view as a list.
If you want to import Adobe Stock images you can select libraries (if libraries not
visible click on window to make active). You can save to your library and right click to
license it or add a watermarked version of the asset to add to the media files.
Return to the Project folder and you can see all your assets which you can double
click to add to your source panel where you can play it.


Right click on project window background and click import and select audio file. 
More on this later.


1.


2.


3.


4.
5.
6.


7.


Importing audio: All Premiere audio files are imported at 32-bit quality, providing
maximum quality and editing flexibility, to ensure consistent audio across the project.


1.


Create new project
Import Media 
Organising Media
Manipulating media 


How to use Premiere Pro
include a step by step guide
and links to video resources and supports 


1.
2.
3.
4.


Open the Software and select New project in the file menu and name. Select target
drives and save project.
RIght click on project window background and select and name new bins - video,
image.and audio


Create a new Project and Import Footage


1.


2.
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Click Editing at the top of the screen to make sure you are in the editing workspace.
 To create a new sequence click and drag a media asset into the timeline
 If you have a sequence open right click the media asset and select new sequence
from clip
A new clip will match the existing sequence and will have the name of the clip as
the sequence name. To change it change the name of the media clip.
If you drag a clip into the timeline and it seems longer / larger right click to open a
menu and choose set to frame size.


 
 
 


Ctrl + N (Windows)  Command + N (Mac) - to open the effects panel
Browse for transition effects
 Drag a transition effect onto the end of a clip in a sequence or between two clips.


Press Command+D (macOS) or Control+D (Windows) to apply the default video
transition.
Press Shift+Command+D (macOS) or Shift+Control+D (Windows) to apply the
default audio transition.
Press Shift+D (macOS) or Shift+D (Windows) to apply the default video transitions.
This shortcut automatically adds video or audio transitions.
Set the default transition effect In the Effects panel, right-click a transition effect and
choose Set Selected As Default Transition.
Remove a transition effect Select an effect in a sequence, and press Delete
(macOS) or Backspace (Windows).


Create a sequence


1.
2.
3.


4.


5.


 Transitions 


Transition effects blend the contents between two sequence clips over time, to smooth
out an edit or add visual interest.Transition effects use the unused parts at the start or
end of a clip, called handles, to overlap the content for the duration of the effect.


 Basic effects panel


1.
2.
3.


 Keyboard shortcut


If more than one clip or edit is selected, you can use a keyboard shortcut to apply the
default transition effect.







 


 


 


Position the playhead at the point in the sequence where you want the title to 
appear.
Click the word graphics to the top of the screen to open the graphics 
workspace
Select the text tool click and type your title as this will add a text clip to the 
sequence.
Click selection tool until you see a blue box around the text now you can 
change font, size colour, opacity, position and more .
You can reposition the text by dragging, extend the duration by pulling or right 
click either end of a title to apply a transition.


CREATE A TITLE


1.


2.


3.


4.


5.
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 AUDIO, AUDIO LEVELS AND AUDIO EFFECTS


1. Click the word audio at the top of the screen
2. Drag an audio clip into the timeline
3. Click the audio track mixer at the top of the screen. You can use the controls at the 


bottom of the screen; you can play, stop and fast forward
4. As the sequence plays, you can move the slider up and down to control each audio 


track and insure all levels are in the 'green' zone to avoid clipping or distortion,
5. Or slide the master control to adjust all tracks
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Premiere Pro tutorial - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGobj8RGMs4 
Adobe Premiere Pro Tutorial: Basic Video Editing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vw1KghlK_zE 
https://helpx.adobe.com/premiere-pro/how-to/easy-video.html


Premiere Pro


Common Keyboard Shortcuts 
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Common Keyboard Shortcuts 












PROJECT 
PROMOTION


Looking at other projects can give
us ideas about how we want and
need to promote our work and can
also identify what we don't like.


Watch the following three promotional videos and answer the
questions. Each one is a different theme linked to rural coastal
communities. 


What are the main points of each video? Write down the focus e.g. 
are they sharing information, presenting an experience or their
services and events. 


1


https://vimeo.com/108827684
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bL_mFoIzVU8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x4Jy4yQxNOE 


1.
2.
3.


Video 1.


Video 2. 


Video 3. 


2


Was there audio, what was it? Did it work? 3


Video 1.


Video 2. 


Video 3. 


Participant project
details







Did you like or find anything interesting about the videos? If you 
didn't you can also say what you didn't like or found boring. Think 
about the style of the video, the content and its message.


Would they inspire you to join their club, or book an experience or buy 
their services? If yes, say why. If No, say why not?


4


5


Think about your answers above - use them to start thinking
about your video. Who is your audience - what do you want to
show them, what style might you use.  Resource 2 will help you
refine your ideas.


Video 1.


Video 2. 


Video 3. 


Video 1.


Video 2. 


Video 3. 


Participant project
details


PROJECT 
PROMOTION


Looking at other projects can give
us ideas about how we want and
need to promote our work and can
also identfy what we don't like.. 
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https://www.bfi.org.uk/news-opinion/news-bfi/features/where-begin-
kenneth-anger 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MLDQ59wbQuY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z9Js3zUmEnY


https://expcinema.org/site/en/wiki/artist/stephanie-barber 
https://vimeo.com/200719601
https://vimeo.com/120021614


https://www.dailymotion.com/video/xz3sba
Q and A Whitechapel https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jnZMPuOGWMM


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stan_Brakhage 
Interview https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ECqGPdePyGw
Dog Star Man cycle - 5 films https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=NAoTHILzheo 


Kenneth Anger - experimental film-maker, actor and author making short films
since the 30s 


Stephanie Barber - experimental film maker and writer 


MATTHEW BARNEY - AMERICAN VISUAL ARTIST AND FILMMAKER MATTHEW BARNEY 


The Cremaster Cycle is an art project consisting of five feature length films,
together with related sculptures, photographs, drawings, and artist's books; it is the
best-known work of American visual artist and filmmaker Matthew Barney. The
Cremaster Cycle was made over a period of eight years (1994--2002)


The Cremaster - Official Trailer 


Stan Brakhage - American non-narrative filmmaker 


Introduction to some 
short / experimental film-
makers.


These artist / film-makers are worth
looking at for styles and ideas as many
of them worked on low budgets and with
available materials.
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Smoke that Travels https://vimeo.com/189570347 
https://www.laweekly.com/film/a-native-american-filmmaker-captures-
her-father-s-language-before-it-vanishes-7627345


Un Chien Andalou https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=054OIVlmjUM


https://expcinema.org/site/en/wiki/artist/vivienne-dick 


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kvMad1cS4G0 
'93% STARDUST' - Interview https://www.youtube.com/watchv=IutU_IaS2pg 


Kayla Briet - 


Louis Bunel / Salvador Dali - silent film made completely according to surrealist
principles 1929


Maya Deren Ukrainian-born American filmmaker and also a choreographer,
dancer, film theorist, poet, lecturer, writer, and photographer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maya_Deren 


Film philosophy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fblCLnugDpc


Meshes of the afternoon - creative editing, distinct camera angles, and slow
motion, the surrealist film depicts a world in which it is more and more difficult to
catch reality  https://vimeo.com/218042283 


Private life of a cat - an "intimate study" of a female cat who gives birth to a litter
of kittens and shows their maturation https://archive.org/details/PrivateL1947


Vivienne Dick Irish Film-maker moved to the USA in 1977, active in No Wave film
culture and produced a series of Super8 short films. 


Lydia Lunch in "Guerillere Talks" (dir. Vivienne Dick, 1978) 







Interview https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x22opur
Caravaggio trailer https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bDDONf3SiK0
The Tempest - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vHi_g9gmAY0


Rainbow Dance https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHN9IHGQxk8
Free Radicals https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0TOEqwwjoQw


https://www.brainyquote.com/authors/jonas_mekas
Jonas Mekas http://jonasmekas.com/diary/
http://jonasmekas.com/online_materials/


https://www.tate.org.uk/art/videos/tateshots/jane-and-louise-wilson-we-
push-and-challenge-each-other
https://www.303gallery.com/artists/jane-and-louise-wilson/video-
thumbnail/face-scripting-what-did-the-building-see-excerpt-2011 
https://www.303gallery.com/artists/jane-and-louise-wilson/video-
thumbnail/stasi-city-excerpt-1997


Derek Jarman - English film director, stage designer, diarist, artist, gardener, and
author. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Derek_Jarman


Len Lye - New Zealand-born artist known primarily for his experimental films and
kinetic sculpture


Jonas Mekas - Lithuanian - American Avant Garde Filmmaker
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jonas_Mekas


As a film-maker and a poet, I feel it's my duty to be an eye and an antenna to
what's happening around me. I always felt a solidarity with those who are


desperate and confused and misused and are seeking a way out of it.


The nature of the video camera really makes you focus on the present. Since I
have always been a diarist filmmaker, not one who stages scenes with actors, it


has always been about the present moment. 


Jane and Louise Wilson - Using film, photography and sculpture, Jane and Louise
Wilson have created a series of highly theatrical and atmospheric installations that
investigate the darker side of human experience.
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60 Avante Garde Film-Makers  -
https://www.imdb.com/list/ls003061804/
12 Favourite film makers - http://www.experimentalfilmsociety.com/12-
favourite-filmmakers/ 
British Film Institute  - https://www.bfi.org.uk/explore-film-tv
Cinema Comparat/ive Cinema is a biannual publication founded in 2012
http://www.ocec.eu/cinemacomparativecinema/index.php/en/online-
documents 
Experimental Cinema - news and resources on experimental films
https://expcinema.org/site/en 
Light cone - is a nonprofit organisation whose aim is the distribution,
promotion and preservation of experimental cinema in France and
around the world.  https://lightcone.org/
Screen Ireland / Fís Éireann is the development agency for the Irish Film
Industry investing in talent, creativity and enterprise 
 https://www.screenireland.ie 


by continent  - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_film_festivals
Film Ireland / Here and Abroad http://filmireland.net/2019/01/02/film-
festivals-2019-here-abroad/
Irish Film Festivals https://scannain.com/festivals/irish-film-festivals/
New York University https://www.nyfa.edu/student-resources/film-
festivals/


https://www.shortoftheweek.com/ 
Vimeo - https://vimeo.com/ add free player for video collaboration, video
distribution and video everything els
Series of shorts https://www.screenireland.ie/films


Film-makers lists 


Film Festivals lists


Short of the week - launchpad for film makers.  With the internet, the quality and
diversity of fresh voices is exploding, yet it’s harder than ever for emerging
filmmakers to reach a wider audience and break into the industry 


FILM MAKERS AND FESTIVAL RESOURCES












STORYBOARDING


Have you established your timeline?


Before you start - Do you know the key scenes in your story?


Some things to think about - 


• Scenes should show your story / plot development
• Key scenes show important information for the viewer 
• Key scenes also show if your locations change or time changes or 


character changes - make it clear


1


2


Some things to think about - 


• When does your film occur - what time of the day?
• What are the main events in your story and in what order do they happen?


• Will you use flashbacks?
• Have different endings?
• Different storylines happening at once to show different outcomes?


Sustainable processes take full
account of current and future
economic, social and environmental
impacts, addressing the needs of
people, their sector , environment
and host communities. 


Clear
Easily understood by anyone
Doesn’t have overly detailed drawings - shows
key scenes, characters and times of day
Shows Shot list / perspective - Camera angles etc


A good storyboard is


Project Descritpion







STORYBOARDING


Have you a written description for each image in your storyboard?


Rough draft - this doesn’t have to be perfect but it needs to show


3


1


Description / Dialogue2


• Do you need to show conversations between main characters.
• Are the characters fighting, smiling, or moving toward a destination? Some
sort of action should take place in each drawing.
• Show Backgrounds / Characters


Part 2 Design - Thumbnails / Cells 


• Composition (lighting, foreground/background, color palette, etc.)
• Angle from which the camera is shooting (high or low)
• The type of shot (wide shots, close-ups, over-the-shoulder shots, tracking


shots etc.)[3]
• Props (objects in the frame)
• Actors (people, animals, cartoon talking couch, etc.: anything that can act


rather than be acted upon)
• Special effects


• Make sure the description
says what’s happening


• Include dialogue
• Approx. shot lengths


3 Review and finalise your
storyboard.


• Does it clearly explain your film - show it to 
some people and see if they understand


• Tweak descriptions / dialogue once you have 
feedback


• Don’t get too bogged down in details -stick 
figures are suffice or photos


• Do you want to add colour? Only if it's 
necessary


Sustainable processes take full
account of current and future
economic, social and environmental
impacts, addressing the needs of
people, their sector , environment
and host communities. 


Project Descritpion












FILM MAKING RESOURCES


MAKE YOUR FILM


You can make simple films using your mobile phone and getting help 
from people you know or work with. Below are some links to 
animation, storyboarding and filmmaking tools


1. http://pivotanimator.net/
2. http://www.littledirector.com/
3. http://www.storyboardthat.com/storyboard-creator
4. http://www.kerpoof.com/
5. http://kidsvid.4teachers.org/
6. http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-live/movie-
maker#t1=overview
7. http://www.dummies.com/how-to/content/storyboarding-your-
film.html
8. http://prezi.com/3fublvvoamua/storyboarding-for-kids/
9. http://animatazz.com/wp2/?cat=16
10. http://www.minimoviemakers.com/
11. http://www.teachingideas.co.uk/english/files/filmmaking.pdf


2. Share your films – Get it out there.
You can share your films on YouTube www.youtube.com or Vimeo
http://www.vimeo.com/


3. Don’t be afraid to try new tools or ideas.
http://www.bitstrips.com/ for use with a smartphone


Remember Filmmaking
is a group process. 


So ask your friends and
colleagues to get
involved and HAVE FUN! 








Resources  


●


Editing theory resources ●


Premiere Pro resource


●


SESSION 02


240 MINUTES 


SDG 11 - (targets 11.2, 11A)


 Audio Visual Technology;
Art and Design


Lesson Title & Summary: Post-Production 1


In this second lesson participants are introduced to the 
digital editing and begin to transfer their footage. They will 
learn the basics of all they need to know for creating a 
basic sequence with audio, transitions and titles.


They will import their previously recorded footage, any stills 
and audio required for their sequence. They will consider 
effects and transitions and create a title for their finished 
piece.


02 Post-Production 1:


Participants will…


● transfer footage to computer
● set up production flow
● imports stills
● import  audio including import ready-made tracks
● create a sequence
● begin to edit their footage and explore narrative


devices
● add transitions
● create a title
● mix audio


 Access to computer and software 


Rapid Response


 Introduction to 
Audio-Visual 


Media For 
Communities







 


Session 02  STAGE 1 


10 Minutes 


Introduction to Post-Production 01


1. Welcome and outline of the session


● Outline  the stages of the day
● Ask students to open up resources


50 Minutes


 Editing theory overview
See Session plan 1


 Introduction to Editing - theory


1ST. AGE 2Introduction to the different aspects of editing theory
2. Practical examples to show key points for editing, both


Mechanical (technical) and narrative aspects


180 Minutes
      


1. Participants will work through the stages outlined in the
Premiere Pro support resource


2. Participants will open software, create a new project
in preparation for importing footage, their media
assets


3. Participants will import footage and organise in various
asset bins – video clips, stills and audio


4. Participants will create a timeline and add assets to
timeline between 1 – 3 minutes long


5. Participants will add transitions, fade in / fade out


6. Participants will add a title and credits


7. Participants will add and mix audio


8. Participants will save and prepare for export of finished
project


Resources 


Resources 


 STAGE 3 


 STAGE 2 


Premiere Pro support resource


Introduction to Editing - practical
Includes  breaks 







Resources  


●


Editing theory resources ●


Premiere Pro resource


●


SESSION 03


240 MINUTES 


SDG 11 - (targets 11.2, 11A)


 Audio Visual Technology;
Art and Design


Lesson Title & Summary: Post Production 2


In this session students will use their finished piece from 
the last session to explore mechanical and narrative 
aspects of film making and how they can use these 
Devices to improve their initial draft piece.


They will deconstruct and reconstruct their piece using 
 A series of tasks that require different edits, styles of cuts, 
framing and composition to expand from their ‘scratch’ edit. 


02 Post-Production 1:


Participants will…


● explore different sequences to the clips
● use different cuts and transitions
● select a narrative /  genre  to affect their 


sequence e.g. B-movie, gothic / film noir, 
musical


● add different audio to align with style
● explore replacing voice-overs with text or


collage


 Access to computer and software 


Rapid Response


 Introduction to 
Audio-Visual 


Media For 
Communities







Session 03  STAGE 1 


35 minutes


Resources


Session plan


Editing Theory resource
Weblinks


Review of Last Session


1. Welcome and brief introduction to the day.


2. Participants will share their scratch edits from the last
session and give each other feedback


3. Participants will also note how they might develop their
edits based on their reflection and feedback.


 


5 Minutes


Notebooks 
Pen/Pencil 


Reflective Practice


Give learners five minutes to reflect on the lesson in their
notebooks, using the following prompts; 


You can share with another tutor to implement cross-
curricular learning, modify the accompanying lessons, 
create projects or you use the information in their 
reflections to plan tasks. Encourage your participants to 
reflect honestly on lesson, including positive and negative 
opinions. If they give negative feedback, ask them to make 
a suggestion on how to improve the lesson.


Remix: Deconstructing and re-constructing


1. Participants will select a genre to explore


2. Participants will work through the following tasks;


● Reorganise their sequence / clips
● Select cuts and transitions suitable for their chosen


genre
● Add audio that is suitable for their chose genre
● Add text and or collage to replace voice-over


3. Students will present their remix for review and
discussion


Resources 


 STAGE 3


 STAGE 2 


● Three things they feel they have learnt from the lesson
and tasks.


● Two things they found the most interesting and would
like to learn more about


● One piece of feedback on the lesson and the tasks


200 Minutes 







Session 02 Scratch Edit and Session 3 Remix


Post-production 1 - Editing Introduction


Activity 1 Session 02 Stage 2 


1. Go through basic editing cuts using visual examples


https://www.premiumbeat.com/blog/8-essential-cuts-every-editor-should-know/


Session 3 Post-production 2 Deconstruction / Re-construction – remix 


This activity encourages students to explore the software and the editing tools available and 
understand more regarding the mechanical and narrative aspects of film-making.


Activity 


1. Participants will open their project and re-save using their initials and remix_edit e.g. 
xxremix_edit.mov


2. Ask the participants to look at the following url to consider movie genres that they will explore 
within the remix session  - https://www.liveabout.com/guide-to-classic-movie-genres-728307


3. Participants will select 1 genre and experiment using their clips and existing sequence to 
create a ‘genre’ piece. They can also source stills, music, etc from the internet.


Participants will 


● Reorganise their sequence / clips
● Select cuts and transitions suitable for their chosen genre
● Add audio that is suitable for their chose genre
● Add text and or collage to replace voice-over


Students will share their remixes and compare them to their original sequence.



https://www.premiumbeat.com/blog/8-essential-cuts-every-editor-should-know/

https://www.liveabout.com/guide-to-classic-movie-genres-728307
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IDEA
DEVELOPMENT


Looking at other projects can give
us ideas about how we want and
need to promote our work and
can also identify what we don't
like. 


What is the purpose of your
video?  Think of 3 main points.


Who is your target audience?
Do you have more than one?


What is the main message you
want to convey (tell them)
about?


Do you have a slogan or phrase to help them remember your message? Or
maybe a tagline that says what you do.


What images / styles of videos
might they like?


1


3


2


4


5


Participant project
details


Here's 30 ideas that identify aspects of a promotional video  have a look for more ideas
https://fixthephoto.com/promo-video-ideas.html 



https://fixthephoto.com/promo-video-ideas.html

https://fixthephoto.com/promo-video-ideas.html






1. Wide shot and establishes your filmsetting and location.
2. Medium shot - ‐ is shot from medium distance – often facial and some body details.
3. Close up shot – Bringing the camera very close to an actor or detail.


CAMERA SHOTS Different shots, perspective and
points of view add visual interest,
dynamics and can be used to tell
your story in unique ways


Project 
Descritpion


Point of View  ‐ 


From the ‘eyes’ of the actor / 
action towards another point 
within view. 







CAMERA SHOTS Different shots, perspective and
points of view add visual interest,
dynamics and can be used to tell
your story in unique ways


Project 
Title


Full Shot -  frames your actors from head to 
toe and introduces your characters 


Tracking shots - you can add how the 
camera moves by adding arrows to the 
images – left, right, up or down


Tilt shot - goes from actor to other element 
(action or other actor) again can give 
directions using arrows. 


Zoom shot – zoom in and out to go towards
or away from actors and or action. 












STORYBOARD RESOURCES


CREATE A STORYBOARD SEQUENCE


• Once you have your story idea, characters  and ideas of shots you 
are ready to create your storyboard.


• Get a cork board and some index cards and drawing pins. You can 
use the computer and some templates or a magnetic board or just 
pieces of paper.


• Think of each row of cards or paper as an act or scene in your story.


• Write down a brief description and do a drawing on your cards /
paper for scenes that you know are in your story.


• Now look and see if there are any gaps in your story – you can do 
this with someone else and see if makes sense.


• Once storyboarded you begin writing the full script.


Templates 


1.These offer different frames per page -
http://www.printablepaper.net/category/storyboard


2. www.prezi.com You can use a camera, words and drawings to make
a storyboard by taking stills and organizing them in a sequence you
can then create a slideshow with music.


Use the storyboarding 
template, index cards 
or one of the digital resources 
to begin storyboarding your 
project 



https://www.printablepaper.net/category/storyboard






Rapid Response


 Introduction to 
Audio-Visual 


Media For 
Communities


Module includes 


● 01 Introduction to Pre-Production


● 02 Post-Production 1


● 03 Post-Production 2


SDG 11 - (targets 11.2, 11A)


Audio-Visual Technology







● develop skills to operate camera and audio
equipment


● learn how to transfer audio/footage to a
computer


● develop use of editing software to complete
basic post-production


● become familiar with storyboarding, saving
assets, copyright/ownership, open source


● be introduced to a range of freely available
software and film-making resources.


01 Introduction to Pre-Production 


Participants will...


● identify the group's existing knowledge and 
experience


● be introduced to the audio-visual equipment
● learn the different parts of the equipment
● be able to set up the equipment in preparation for 


recording
● develop their understanding of audio-visual 


recording
● understand fundamental camera shots and 


angles
use the pCr methodology as a way of structuring 
and gathering footage
explore storyboarding


● record footage and play back a short piece of 
footage


Module Description


The Rapid Response Media toolkit has been 
designed for people who are involved in community-
based projects and events. Participants  will be trained 
in production and post-production methodologies, 
which they will apply to assist in development of local 
projects and their promotion. The skills developed 
during the training can be applied to promoting their 
own work and developing a team approach to 
creative project development and implementation, 
contributing to the  targets of SDG11; Sustainable Cities 
and Communities, 11.2 and 11A.


Overarching Aims


Participants will...


Rapid Response


 Introduction to 
Audio-Visual 


Media For 
Communities


Audio-Visual Technology, 
Art and Design


SDG11 targets 11.2; 11A 







02 Post-Production 1:


Participants will…


● transfer footage to computer
● set up production flow
● prepare audio including import ready-made


tracks
● imports stills
● begin to edit their footage and explore


narrative devices


03 Post-Production 2: 


Participants will…


● learn how to add affects
● Add transitions and credits
● balance audio
● finalise editing and rendering
● prepare output format


Outline of lessons/time


Sessions can be delivered to suit participants but 
are presented over 12 hours; x3 4 hr intensive 
sessions with supporting directed tasks at home. 
The toolkit provide the basic resources for self-
directed learning towards creating a short showreel. 
Tutors will send participants preparation tasks in 
advance to make the most of the time with the tutor.


In addition, x2, 3 hour tutorial sessions are
recommended and could be supported through local
funding strands e.g. Creative Ireland or if aligned to
the SDGs, environmental issues and awareness 
films then applications to LA 21 or EPA events could 
be targeted. 


Rapid Response


 Introduction to 
Audio-Visual 


Media For 
Communities


Audio-Visual Technology, 
Art and Design


SDG11 targets 11.2; 11A 







Resources  


● Storyboarding resource


●


Notebooks, Pen/Pencil●


AV equipment breakdown


●


●


SESSION 01


240 MINUTES 


Lesson Title & Summary: Introduction and
pre-production


In this first lesson participants are introduced to the AV 
equipment to become comfortable with setting up and 
using the equipment, before gathering footage later in the 
Session.


Participants are introduced to the the main shots, tips for 
recording and key aspects to consider with hands-on 
activities and time to gather footage


  


 Video idea development 


01 Introduction and pre-production 1


Participants will...


● identify the groups existing knowledge and
experience


● be introduced to the audio-visual equipment
and learn the different parts of the equipment


● be able to set up the equipment in preparation for
recording


● understand fundamental camera shots and
angles


● use the pCr methodology as a way of structuring
structuring and gathering footage


● explore storyboarding
● record footage and play back a short piece of


footage


● The pCr pre-recording warm-up


●


 Video Analysis   


● Storyboarding template


Audio-Visual Technology, 
Art and Design


SDG11 targets 11.2; 11A 


Rapid Response


 Introduction to 
Audio-Visual 


Media For 
Communities







STAGE 2 


Session 01  STAGE 1 


15 Minutes 


Introduction


1. Welcome and outline of the programme and the
session


● how sessions work/will run
● tasks/commitments/timeline
● envisioned outcomes


45 Minutes


Notebooks
Pen/Pencil
SDG11_01 AV Kit


Introduction to AV equipment and in session 
practice 


1. Introduction to Equipment - using SDG11_01 AV kit
2. Divide students into small groups – relative to equipment
3. Begin Camera and audio basics (in session interactive


practice)


● Insert media cards
● stand a tripod
● attach camera and audio equipment to tripod
● activating and using equipment (stand alone


and together)


60 Minutes
 Includes break 


1. Participants will work through the following worksheets in 
preparation for gathering footage, related to one of the 
following options.


Option A


● Participants select a global goal and develop
a localised feature on meeting that target – to 
collectively produce a short media piece


Option B


Resources 


Resources 


 STAGE 3 


 STAGE 2 


Developing ideas 


SDG11_01 Video Analysis
SDG11_01 Video Idea 


       Development
SDG11_01 Camera shots
SDG11_01 Storyboard basics
SDG11_01 Additional 


       Storyboarding 
SDG11_01 Storyboard template 


● Students work on developing a promotional video for 


their organisation or own work


Option C


● Students work on developing a promotional video for 
their location







Session 01  STAGE 4 


45 Minutes 


Resources 
Pen / Pencil
Observation Activities


The pCr warm up – Outdoor observations


1. Undertake the observation tasks developed to engage
participants  in observation before beginning to gather
their footage. The activities are devised to develop an
awareness of audio and visual experiences and looking
through a frame / camera eyee.


● NSWE – the more you look the more you see
● Near and Far – considerations of perspective
● Audio – sound is all around


 


5 Minutes


Notebooks 
Pen/Pencil 


Reflective Practice


Give learners five minutes to reflect on the lesson in their
notebooks, using the following prompts; 


You can share with another tutor to implement cross-
curricular learning, use to modify the accompanying 
lessons, create projects or you can use the information in 
their reflections to plan tasks. Encourage your participants 
to reflect honestly on lesson, including positive and 
negative opinions. If they give negative feedback, ask them 
to make a suggestion on how to improve the lesson.


Gathering footage


1. Participants will begin to gather footage to create
A short piece of footage that they will edit together


2. This will be based on their storyboard and worksheets 
Created earlier in the session.


3. In the next session students will transfer their footage to 
computer at the beginning of the next class


Resources 


 STAGE 6 


 STAGE 5 


● Three things they feel they have learnt from the lesson
and tasks.


● Two things they found the most interesting and would
like to learn more about


● One piece of feedback on the lesson and the tasks


70 Minutes 







Observation,Boundaries and Resources 


Stage 1 - 3 Learners will work through the resources sheets to develop their ideas


1. Explain activity, model activity


● Ask participants to draw a circle on a page
● Make a circle with their  non-writing hand and hold it up to their eye – like a telescope
● Explain that students will have 3 minutes to fill in the circle on the page preferably by


drawing but can use words
● Look and look again - explain that if they see something and draw / note it down to keep


looking at it  and recording information e.g. a house, what colour is it how many
windows,does it have a garden, is there anything in the garden, are there other buildings,
describe them


● Show North direction and lead student’s through North stage of the activity by prompting
/ asking using questions


● Lead participants through the other directions ‘SWE’ decreasing input from teacher on
each direction  - this is preparation for activity 2


Discuss the activity:


● What did they notice?
● Did anything surprise them about the task?
● Did they experience ‘the more you look the more you see’?


 Activity 2 Visual Observations – Rapid response, Near and Far, perspective  (15 mins)


● Ask participants to select something in their line of sight.
● Go up close, less than 30cm try to gets as much detail in 3 minutes as possible
● Once complete then ask the participants to walk backwards from their chosen object /


view approx 2m – draw for 3 minutes gathering as much detail as possible.


 Discuss the activity:


● Compare the two drawings?
● What did they notice?
● Did anything surprise them about the task?
● How might they use this in their filming


 Observation Activity - Stage 3


Activity 1 Visual Observations – Rapid response, NSWE  (20 mins)







Observation,Boundaries and Resources 


 Observation Activity 


●


Activity 3  Personal Audio Map  (15 mins)
●


● Find a space to stand still if it helps you focus / pay attention and close your eyes – begin to 
listen to what sounds you can hear. 


● You are the centre of the page – place yourself in the centre of the map and begin to place the
audio around you.


● Stay still for 5 minutes and start to listen to what is making sound around you
● Begin to mark the sounds around the centre to show position - students can draw, write or


colour the sounds they can hear around them. Where are they coming from? We can pick out
sounds we might here around us, birds, sea, cars, others


● Explain how these techniques can be adapted for other senses
● Importance of attention and observation for film making / composition and all subjects


Activity 4  Gathering Footage - Stage 4


Learners will spend 70 minutes gathering the footage they need for their media pieces.


     Option A


● Participants select a global goal and develop a localised feature on meeting that target – to


collectively produce a short media piece


Option B


● Students work on developing a promotional video for  their organisation or own work Option C


● Students work on developing a promotional video for their location


Tutor note: 


Participants will have the options sent in advance to the participants so they can prepare in 
advance of the first session. 


Tutor will also transfer the participants’ footage in advance of the next class as a back-up. 
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